In view of possible practical applications of transparent crystals for mechanical stress sensors, theoretical investigation of piezo(elasto)optic effect in crystals might be useful for searching for proper materials, possessing large coefficients of elasto-optic effect, and for determination of uniaxial stress directions of maximum piezo-optical sensitivity. The influence of the uniaxial stresses on the electronic band structure, density of states, and optical properties of potassium sulphate crystal β-K 2 SO 4 have been studied in the framework of the density functional theory using the ab initio CASTEP code. Increase in the band gap, E g of the crystal takes place for three crystallographic directions and for moderate uniaxial stresses, σ < 1.5 GPa. Dependencies of principal refractive indices and polarizabilities upon principal uniaxial stresses are discussed together with other features of electronic structure of the crystal.
Introduction
Crystalline compounds of the general molecular formula ABCX 4 are characterized by thermally stimulated structural phase transitions (PTs). It is also known that at the temperature range near a point of such PT, crystal structure and, e.g. optical properties may be very sensitive to the external influences, e.g. mechanical or thermal stresses [1] . This circumstance can be used for designing pressure or temperature sensors with relatively high characteristic coefficients. For instance, a crystal based elasto(piezo)-optic sensor can be designed for sensing and measuring mechanical pressure [2, 3] . One of the main problems related to this type of sensors is a proper crystal work at a given temperature to ensure high elasto-optic coefficients.
Experimental measurement of these coefficients is a complicated task and, therefore, the corresponding theoretical computational study of the band structure and related optical properties of a potential crystal could be helpful.
Potassium sulfate, K 2 SO 4 , is a crystal possessing both ionic and covalent type of bonds. The relatively strong covalent bonds exist between SO 4 anions, whereas the weaker ionic interactions occur between potassium and sulphate ions. The crystal structure is unstable in a wide temperature range. K 2 SO 4 is known to have different phases with different crystal symmetries in the solid state temperature range. The hexagonal, high temperature phase of the crystal is known as α-K 2 SO 4 (T 860 K) and the orthorhombic phase is defined as β-K 2 SO 4 (T 860 K). In the hexagonal phase, the oxygen sites of the SO − 4 anion are only partially occupied [4] , which does not permit to perform corresponding ab initio band structure calculations of the crystal using the adiabatic approximation of the density functional theory (DFT). A phase transition of the second order at the temperature of 56 K was detected in K 2 SO 4 [5] . Below this temperature, the crystal is known as γ-K 2 SO 4 with a monoclinic symmetry. The study of the electronic band structure and related properties of K 2 SO 4 might be interesting because several crystals of the K 2 SO 4 family (e.g. Na 2 SO 4 , LiKSO 4 , K 2 CrO 4 , and K 2 SeO 4 ) are characterized by the phase transformations from α-to β-phase [6, 7] .
Optical properties of K 2 SO 4 in the spectral range of transparency, E < 5 eV, were studied at different temperatures [8] [9] [10] . One of the interesting results of these studies is that two isotropic points, related to refractive indices (n i = n j , i, j = x, y, or z), were detected at the temperatures of 617 K and 700 K, related to the orthorhombic phase of the crystal. Also, transition of the crystal into the hexagonal phase at temperatures T > 860 K occurred through the intermediate phase (probably the incommensurate one) of very narrow range (4 K to 7 K).
Taking into account the experimental results obtained for refractive indices and birefringence of K 2 SO 4 [8] [9] [10] , theoretical ab initio calculations of the corresponding optical properties might be interesting, as well.
First calculations of the band structure and optical properties of K 2 SO 4 crystals were presented in the paper [11] using a norm-conserving pseudopotential method and a self-developed calculation program. Similar study on K 2 SO 4 was performed by the authors using the CASTEP code [12] .
In this work, optical spectra of refractive indices and birefringence were calculated in the photon energy range of fundamental electronic excitations and transparency of β-K 2 SO 4 and piezooptical coefficients of the crystal have been obtained. However, electronic band structure and density of states of K 2 SO 4 , being the basic electronic properties of a crystal, have still not been calculated using modern DFT-based codes. Therefore, the electronic band structure, density of states, optical functions and influence of uniaxial stresses on these values of K 2 SO 4 have been calculated and discussed in the present work using the CASTEP code (CAmbridge Serial Total Energy Package). The study of the influence of large uniaxial stresses (up to 4 GPa) on the electronic and optical properties of K 2 SO 4 crystals are of interest also because of the known difficulties in reaching such large uniaxial stresses in crystals experimentally (cracking of crystals).
Method of calculations
Calculations of the band structure and related properties of K 2 SO 4 were performed using the CASTEP code (CAmbridge Serial Total Energy Package) [13] based on the density functional theory (DFT), ultrasoft pseudopotentials and planewave basis set. The generalized gradient approximation (GGA) for the exchange and correlation effects [14] with the ultrasoft pseudopotentials [15] was used in the calculations. The cutoff energy of 340 eV was assumed in the plane-wave basis set. During self-consistent electronic minimization, the eigen-energy convergence tolerance was chosen to be 2.4 × 10 −7 eV and the tolerance for the electronic total energy convergence in the optimization was 1 × 10 −5 eV. Moreover, the corresponding maximum ionic force tolerance was 3 × 10 −2 eV/Å and the maximum stress component tolerance was 5 × 10 −2 GPa. Optimization (relaxation) of the atomic positions and crystal unit cell parameters for every value of the uniaxial stress was performed before the calculations of the electronic characteristics: total electronic energy E, band energy dispersion E(K), density of electronic states (DOS), and dielectric functions ε(E). The band structure of the crystal was calculated for 18 K-points of the Brillouin zone (BZ).
Results and discussion
For the ab initio band structure calculations of K 2 SO 4 the initial unit cell parameters, a = 7.476Å, b = 5.763Å, and c = 10.071Å, of β-K 2 SO 4 crystal (orthorhombic space group D 16 2h = Pnma) and corresponding positions of 28 constituent atoms (four formula units of β-K 2 SO 4 in the unit cell) at the temperature T = 298 K were taken from [16] . The relaxed (optimized) and the initial cartesian atomic coordinates of β-K 2 SO 4 [16] were compared and the maximum deviation of atomic coordinates was found to be less than 0.13Å. This indicates a good agreement between the calculated and experimental data.
For the studied crystal, eight groups of valence bands (VBs) in the range of −28 to 0 eV have been obtained (Fig. 1) . All VBs show a relatively small dispersion E(K) (dependence of the electron energy E versus wave vector K). A very similar band structure has been observed for RbNH 4 SO 4 crystals containing sulphate group SO 4 [17] . Small differences in the positions of VBs observed for K 2 SO 4 and RbNH 4 SO 4 [17] could be also attributed to the different levels of theory (LDA or GGA) used in those studies. The energy band gap, E g of K 2 SO 4 , is found to be direct and is equal to E g = 5.2 eV. This magnitude, however, is approximately 2 eV smaller than the photon energy of the experimental long-wave absorption edge of the crystal [18] . Such discrepancy in the values of the theoretical and experimental band gaps (E
) has also been observed for other crystals, when the DFT method has been used.
Two upper VBs of the crystal, especially the top one, originate mainly from the p-states of oxygen (Fig. 1) . The bottom CB is formed by the s-states of potassium. The higher laying CBs are more hybridized that is rather a common feature of the material. The fifth VB at the energy near −11 eV is formed mainly by the p-states of potassium. A low degree of hybridization of this VB indicates a small covalent character of the potassium related interatomic bonds. The lower laying VBs (E < −18 eV) are mainly of s-type, which is an expected tendency.
Absolute values of Mulliken charges for sulfur (2.08) and oxygen (0.98 to 1.01) ( Table 1 ) and averaged distance S-O (1.49 to 1.50) were found to be a bit larger in comparison to the similar values in RbNH 4 SO 4 [17] . This indicates higher ionicity of S-O bonds in K 2 SO 4 than in RbNH 4 SO 4 . Analysis of Mulliken atomic populations of K 2 SO 4 revealed a considerable charge stability of the sulphate groups SO 4 in respect to the uniaxial stresses along x-axis up to σ x = 8 GPa (Table 1) . Such a stress leads, however, to decreasing of p-electrons charge difference between K1 and K2 units (Table 1). Charge stability of the sulphate groups, SO 4 in respect to the uniaxial stresses is probably an evidence of the strong covalent S-O bonds. This stability is also an evidence of the relative isolation of SO 4 groups in the crystal, which is in agreement with the small band dispersion E(K).
On the basis of the results on Mulliken population and interatomic distances of K 2 SO 4 , one can conclude that under external influences (uniaxial stress, for example) the geometry (linear dimensions) of the sulphate units SO 4 is very stable. However, rotations of these units in the crystal unit cell of K 2 SO 4 are more probable due to the weaker interatomic bonding between sulphate (SO 4 ) and potassium (K) units. This conclusion is in agreement with experimental data for K 2 SO 4 crystal structures at different temperatures and corresponding experimental models of structural phase transitions.
We have obtained also the band structure characteristics of β-K 2 SO 4 for uniaxial stresses applied to the crystal along its crystallographic axes. One of the consequences of the uniaxial stress is energy shift of the bands, mainly the negative shift for the valence bands (∆E VB < 0) and positive shift for conduction bands (∆E CB > 0) (Fig. 1) . Therefore, for different directions, and not very large stress values, the stress induced increase of the band gap, E g is expected. Similar effect takes place for hydrostatic pressure. Changes in the VBs density of states near −10 eV and −26 eV, corresponding mainly to the potassium states, are among the largest changes, appearing as an increase in PDOS upon an increase in the uniaxial stress σ x (Fig. 1) . More detailed consideration has revealed that at the relaxed state of the crystal (σ = 0) PDOS bands at −10 eV and −26 eV for two symmetry different sites of potassium atoms K1 and K2 are not identical, which leads to the clear energy shifts of the corresponding PDOS maxima. It was revealed also that in the case of stress σ x the difference between positions of these PDOS maxima decreases when the uniaxial stress increases, which leads to the increase of PDOS for both K1 and K2 atoms (Fig. 1 ). Similar energy shifts of K1 and K2 bands for stresses along y-and z-directions are smaller than in the case of x-direction and are of the opposite sign.
Behavior of the band gap, E g of the crystal upon decrease in the relative inverse volume V 0 /V, corresponding to the relative density ρ/ρ 0 increase, is similar for relatively small compressions, V 0 /V < 1.01 (Fig. 2) . For larger compressions, V 0 /V > 1.01, characters of these dependencies are different for different directions of the uniaxial stress (Fig. 2) . Generally, we can associate the changes in behavior of the dependencies E g (V 0 /V) y and E g (V 0 /V) z , mentioned above, with the changes in signs of the effective screening potential for those VB and CB electronic states near the band gap, E g of the crystal. These screening potential probably results from the influence of electronic states, which do not participate directly in the optical transition corresponding to the band gap E g . We should admit here that hydrostatic pressure of the value corresponding to V 0 /V = 1.10 leads only to the increase in the band gap E g . Coefficients of the uniaxial pressure dependencies of the band gap of K 2 SO 4 are as follows: dE g /dσ x = 0.080 eV/GPa, dE g /dσ y = 0.058 eV/GPa, dE g /dσ z = 0.054 eV/GPa. On the basis of the band structures of K 2 SO 4 calculated for different uniaxial stresses σ j we have obtained the corresponding dependencies of refractive indices n i (σ j ) (i, j = x, y, z). A monotonous increase of three refractive indices n i of K 2 SO 4 upon three uniaxial stresses σ j is observed. This takes place because of the expected inversely proportional dependence of the refractive index upon the unit cell volume of any material.
One of the features of the obtained dependencies of n i (σ j ) are the smallest averaged slopes for indices i = j. This feature is consistent with the smallest diagonal components of the piezo-optic tensor of the crystal, obtained earlier [12] . Also, for all three Cartesian directions of uniaxial stress σ i (i = x, y, z), the isotropic points of the refractive indices, n y = n z and n x = n z , have been found in the range of σ i < 5 GPa.
Since CASTEP calculates the imaginary part ε 2 of the dielectric constant using the equation [19] :
and the real part ε 1 of dielectric function is calculated using the Kramers-Kronig relation:
the product (ε 1 − 1)V = (n 2 − 1)V should be independent of the volume V, at this first approximation. Therefore, the analysis of the dependencies (n 2 − 1)V upon stress σ or relative inverse volume V 0 /V should be more convenient to reveal corresponding features of the averaged optical matrix element (derived from the equation 1) than similar dependencies of the refractive index n or susceptibility χ = (n 2 − 1). The value (n 2 − 1)V is close to the refraction, R = (n 2 − 1)M/(n 2 + 2)/ρ, which, in turn, is proportional to the polarizability α, R = 4πNα/3 [20] . Therefore, the functional dependencies of the value (n 2 − 1)V obtained here may be close to the functional dependencies of polarizability α. The dependencies of (n 2 − 1)V upon V 0 /V obtained for K 2 SO 4 are presented in Fig. 3 to 5 . Behaviors of these dependencies, for the uniaxial stress along x-axis (Fig. 3) , are a bit different from those for y-and z-directions (Fig. 4 and 5 , respectively). Maximal relative decrease of the value (n 2 − 1)V upon increase of the relative inverse volume (V 0 /V) x is equal to 0.5 %, whereas similar values for y-and z-axes are twice larger (2 %). Thus, the sensitivity of electronic system of the crystal to the uniaxial stress along x-axis is the smallest compared to the directions along y-and z-axes. Also, in the cases of stresses in y-and z-directions, the value (n 2 − 1)V for two of three light polarizations are almost independent of the value V 0 /V (Fig. 4  and 5) . Moreover, in the case of σ y , a slight increase in (n 2 − 1)V upon increase of V 0 /V is observed (Fig. 4, 5) . The largest changes in the value (n 2 − 1)V are observed in the directions coincided with directions of uniaxial stress (Fig. 3 to 5 ). It should be stressed here that these changes are negative for three axes, x, y, and z. One can interpret this qualitatively as a result of some pushing off the electronic p-orbitals outside the stress direction. As a result, this should lead to an increase of p-orbitals components onto the perpendicular cartesian directions. Such interpretation is in agreement with the results presented in Fig. 3 to 5. 
Conclusions
Electronic band structure of K 2 SO 4 crystals has been calculated in the framework of density functional theory using CASTEP code. Also the origin of the valence and conduction bands has been determined. Two upper VBs of the crystal, especially the top one, originate mainly from the p-states of oxygen. The bottom CB is formed by the s-states of potassium. Computationally simulated uniaxial stresses σ < 1.5 GPa along crystallographic directions of K 2 SO 4 crystals led to an increase in the band gap E g with the rates of dE g /dσ x = 0.080 eV/GPa, dE g /dσ y = 0.058 eV/GPa, and dE g /dσ z = 0.054 eV/GPa. Similar effect (increase of E g ) was observed for the case of hydrostatic compression of the crystal.
Two isotropic points of the refractive indices, n y = n z and n x = n z , induced by the computationally simulated uniaxial stresses σ i (i = x, y, z), were found for K 2 SO 4 crystals in the range of uniaxial stresses σ i < 5 GPa.
The value (n 2 − 1)V, proportional to the electronic polarizability α of the crystal, seems to be convenient for characterization of piezo-and elasto-optical effects, which occur upon a change in the unit cell volume V. The largest decrease in the values (n 2 i − 1)V of K 2 SO 4 have been observed for directions of light polarization i (i = x, y, z) coincided with directions of the uniaxial stress σ i .
